
Local Search Solutions

Get optimized
across multiple
directories and
search engines.

Validate your business on major directories which can improve your click 
through rates and enhance your visibility.

Optimize your listings on the 50+ top directories with enhanced content, 
pictures, and videos that can help improve your ranking position on top 
search engines.

Unify your information and send a clear message with consistent informa-
tion and keyword relevant content that can help guide users to take action.

93%
of customers use search to find a business location 
for the first time. 
Many local businesses have incomplete or inaccurate information that keeps 
them from being found by these customers. Run our free scan tool to discover 
any errors you may have in the 50+ top local directories.

As a part of our LSO strategy you will:

Are errors in your local listings 
costing you customers?



In 45 seconds you’ll see if you need help. Here’s how . . .

Local Search Solutions

Enter Your Business |

Scan Now

View Results

108 Location Data
Errors Detected

Yahoo!

Bing

Yelp

Incorrect Phone #

Inconsistent Address
Incorrect Phone #

Listing Not Found

View Details

![ ’d across 50+ listings sites]

Go to netbiz.com/resources/local-listings-scan

Make an appointment with one of our local search experts to review 
your results and take steps to correct your errors.

Enter your business information and click “Scan Now” to discover if 
you have errors in any local directories.

Correct business name/addressCorrect business name/address

Incorrect business
name and/or address

Incorrect business
name and/or address

No other content or descriptionsNo other content or descriptions

Business hoursBusiness hours
Detailed business descriptionDetailed business description

Enhanced contentEnhanced content

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Call 1.888.847.2226 to schedule your appointment today.

An example of how validation, 
unification and optimization 
can impact a local listing like 
this one from Mapquest.

BEFORE LISTINGS OPTIMIZATION

AFTER LISTINGS OPTIMIZATION


